CUSTOM SOFA | GOOD FIT GUIDE
Before you make an order for a beautiful customisable sofa, it is important that you
make sure you have all the tiny details right to be sure your sofa will suit and fit its
gorgeous new home. This good fit guide will help you with all those details so you
don’t miss a thing from ordering to your doorstep!

TIP 1: work out your sofa size
Make a note of all of the dimensions of your sofa (These should be listed in the
products details or should have been provided to you by a sales consultant).
If you are choosing a modular sofa, be sure to note down all the individual
dimensions of all the pieces assembled.
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We would recommend laying out tape or newspaper on the floor to the dimensions
of your sofa so you can get a feel of the space it will take up and the size of the
sofa. It is also important to consider the height of the back cushions as well as the
height of the arms to be sure your new custom sofa will suit your environment

TIP 2: customise
fabric
leg style
leg colour

Our sofas are completely customisable. You can
pick a variety of sofa upholstery from textiles to
leather in hundreds of colours, Sofa legs and
styles and sofa configuration. There are so many
options it can get confusing. Be sure to list down
your chosen customisable options so you do not
get confused with the wealth of choice.

other details

TIP 3: measure up
doorway height
doorway width

It pays to measure doorways, passageways,
driveways, stairs and any other obstacles before
delivery of your custom sofa, even before
ordering your custom sofa. This will ensure a
smooth and safe delivery.

stairway width
We recommend measuring the door frame height as well as the inner edges of the
door frame. Be sure to consider leeway for the delivery crew to get it through the
door.

TIP 4: we’re here to help
There’s a lot to consider when buying a brand new custom sofa, should you have any
questions our sales consultants will be available to help you with your brand new
custom sofa: 1300 223 228.

